Abstract. The bound-state energy spectrum for two-boson system with a fixed exchanged massive boson is investigated by considering the scalar Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation in Minkowski space within the ladder-approximation framework. The approach is extending to excited states a previous study performed for the ground state. The number of states in the spectrum is restricted by the coupling strength of the two-body interaction, as well as the mass of the exchanged boson. In the present approach, we use the Nakanishi Integral Representation and the formally exact null-plane projection. As usual a comparison between eigenvalues obtained in the Minkowski and Euclidean space is presented. Within such scheme, the light-front momentum-space valence wave functions are obtained for the ground and excited states, together with the corresponding quantities in the impactparameter space. Among relevant features emerging from this study, we can point out the node structure of light-front wave function and the leading exponential fall-off of the valence wave function in the impact-parameter space.
Introduction
The study of the relativistic bound-state problem, by means of the fully covariant Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation [1] directly in the Minkowski space, has been undertaken in the last two decades thanks to the Nakanishi integral representation (NIR) to represent the BS amplitude [2] . The NIR leads to an integral equation for the Nakanishi weight-function, which is equivalent to the initial BS equation. The first attempts to use the NIR in the non-perturbative regime were performed by K. Kusaka and A.G. Williams [3, 4] , when studying a bound-state system composed by two scalar particles interacting by means of another scalar, in the ladder approximation. To treat the singular behavior of the integral equation a suitable numerical treatment was adopted. Within the same problem, a substantial simplification in the derivation of the equation for the Nakanishi weight-function was achieved in the work developed by J. Carbonell and V. Karmanov [5] . In addition of using the NIR for the BS amplitude, the light-front (LF) projection was implemented in a twofold in [5] , in order to remove the singularities present in the integral equation of the Nakanishi weight-function and to obtain the LF valence wave function for the bound state. This method is shown to be valid for any irreducible kernel in the BS equation. Further simplifications to the integral equation derived in [5] were achieved by using the uniqueness conjecture of the Nakanishi weight-function, as shown in [6, 7] by considering e-mail: tomio@ift.unesp.br the ladder kernel. The exploration of the method to include kernels beyond the ladder has successfully been performed in [8, 9] . Moreover, in [10] , within the NIR the effect of the self-energy contribution to the binding energy of the ground state has been explored in the scalar theory. It is important to point out that the very relevant problem of two-fermion bound state has been investigated within the NIR framework in [11, 12] , for the case J π = 0 + , where J is the total spin and π the parity of the bound state.
The previous successful applications of the NIR for the BS equation in Minkowski space encouraged us to formulate an extended program to investigate other interesting problems, by considering the NIR together with LF projection methods. As a natural extension of the previous analysis, which was limited only for ground states, within a recent work done in [13] , the s−wave spectrum of excited states for the scalar theory was explored in the ladder kernel approximation. This problem, as far as we know, was for the first time investigated in the Minkowski space, with relevant details appearing in [14] . In the present communication, we complement the results presented in [14] with some further analysis considering the results obtained in [13] . In addition of computing the binding energies, which are available in the Euclidean space, the method allows one to obtain the LF wave function, which should reveal the node structure typical for excited states. As usual, the calculation in the Euclidean space is used to verify the reliability of the method by comparing the eigenvalues in Minkowski and Euclidean spaces. In order to widen the applicability of the calculations in Minkowski space, we explore the structure of the valence wave function in the impact parameter (IP) space. This quantity is obtained as the Fourier transform of the transverse momentum of the LF wave function, while keeping the longitudinal component. Thus, it provides a correlation between the longitudinal momentum of the constituent with its transversal probability distribution. We were motivated to study this quantity because of the increasing interest in hadron physics, when investigating structural properties of hadrons, such as the parton transverse-momentum distributions [15, 16] . A detailed description of the wave function in the IP space is presented here for the first-excited state.
Next, in Sec. 2 we review the NIR method to study bound states, with particular focus on an extension of the approach to obtain the excited states. In Sec. 3, in order to enhance the confidence on the approach and appreciate its numerical performance, we include a comparison between the eigenvalues obtained in the Minkowski and Euclidean spaces. The consistency of the results are also verified for the eigenvalues in the non-relativistic limit. In Sec. 4, we discuss the results obtained for the LF momentum-space valence wave function, considering the ground and first-excited states. The valence wave function in the impact-parameter space is analysed in Sec. 5, presenting our results corresponding to the first excited state. Finally, in Sec. 6, we resume this report with a brief conclusion.
Minkowski space Bethe-Salpeter equation and bound-state spectrum
The BS equation for a bound state composed by two scalar particles of equal mass m in the ladder approximation, without considering vertex neither self-energy corrections, reads as [6, 7, 14] :
where μ is the exchanged-scalar mass. The BS amplitude written in terms of the NIR reads as
where (1), and performing the LF projection, we obtain the following integral equation for g(γ , z ):
where the expression for V(γ, z; γ , z ), with a detailed derivation using the ladder approximation, can be found in [7] . In order to solve (3), two basis expansions were introduced for the Nakanishi weightfunction [7] , in terms of Laguerre (γ−integrations) and Gegenbauer (z−integrations) polynomials. The success of this basis expansion when studying the ground state led us to consider the same polynomial basis in our numerical approach to study the excited states. In our numerical study, we found that the basis numbers for the γ and z integrations, when considering the excited states with good accuracy (N γ = 26, N z = 10), are not too much larger than the corresponding numbers for the ground-state (N γ = 14, N z = 10). In order to obtain the spectrum of the excited states in the numerical approach, one can slightly change the integral equation used for the ground state calculation in the following form
where B(M) and A(M) represent symbolically the operators in the left-and right-hand side of (3), respectively, where α gr = g 2 /(16πm 2 ) (positive defined) is obtained from the ground-state calculation. The (4) has a pivotal role in solving the BS equation for bound states: (i) First, it allows to obtain the coupling constant for the ground state, α gr ; (ii) next, by fixing α gr , one can reach the corresponding excited-state values in the spectrum, by looking for values M = 2m − B gr > M gr such that λ = 1.
By following the approach as explained above in our numerical investigation, we summarize our results for the behavior of the coupling constant as function of the binding energy in figure 1 . In this figure, we present three panels corresponding to three different values of the mass of the exchanged boson (μ = 0.01 m, 0.1 m and 0.5 m). In each panel our results are given for the ground and first two excited states. Once given μ, in order to identify the possible excited states, one should first obtain the coupling for the ground state and next look for the corresponding excited states. Therefore, the relevant parts of the panels are constrained by the corresponding maximum value of the groundstate energy (B ≤ 2 m). As in the non-relativistic case with Yukava potential, the number of excited states is finite for μ 0, increasing only when μ m is approaching zero [17] . Theoretically, an infinite number of states is expected for μ = 0 (Coulomb limit). However, as we can verify in the next section, this number increases slowly as μ is being reduced, with the corresponding coupling α gr being adjusted by the ground-state. As shown in figure 1 , the value of α gr is restricted to a maximum value defined by B ≤ 2 m, such that in case that μ = 0.5 m only one excited state can be found.
Comparison between the Minkowski and Euclidean eigenvalues
Here we provide the results we have obtained for a comparison between the eigenvalues in the Minkowski space, using the NIR, with those obtained by solving the Euclidean BS equation. With B(n) (n = 0, 1, 2, 3..) defined as the binding energy of the ground and excited states, where B(0) = B gr , we choose B(0) = 1.9m for the binding energy of the ground state, using different mass values μ for the exchanged boson. This choice of a strongly-bound ground-state energy is motivated by the fact that the spectrum will be more sensitive to relativistic effects. Our main results are displayed in table 1 where we can observe a very satisfactory agreement between the values obtained in both Minkowski and Euclidean spaces, which provides a further reliability of the method. As an expected feature of the relativistic spectrum one can observe that, as μ increases the number of excited states decreases. On the other side, when μ is reduced approaching to zero, we can observe an increasing number of excited states (toward infinite for μ = 0), in agreement with the non-relativistic spectrum [17] . Table 1 . Comparison of the spectra obtained in the Euclidean and Minkowski spaces [14] , for the binding energies B(n) of two boson with mass m, by varying the mass μ of the exchanged boson and, consequently, the value of the coupling α gr . In this case, the value of the ground-state binding energy was fixed to B(0) = 1.9 m. 
The first term corresponds to the non-relativistic limit and it is reproduced by the energy ratios displayed in figure 2 for the first-and second-excited states in the limit μ = 0. Notice that the logarithmic corrections are canceled when computing the energy ratios. Moreover, the agreement of the NIR results with this expansion given by (5) The results in the non-relativistic limit, given by the first term of (5) and displayed in the fourth column of table 2, show the obvious limitation of (5) to small values of α as compared with the third column, and considerable deviations from the results obtained with the NIR. Also, the relativistic results for the energy levels are consistently smaller than the corresponding non-relativistic ones, not only for small values of α but also for larger couplings, as in case of the extrapolated results shown in figure 2 for the ratios (where the α gr 's are larger than one). As visually noticed, the extrapolated result is better verified in case that B(0) = 0.3m than in the case that B(0) = 0.5m. The quite good results obtained for the extrapolated values of the energy ratios indicate that the expected deviations for the energies, verified in (5), are mainly canceled for the ratios in the limit μ = 0. As in this limit the relativistic ratios between the excited bound-state energies of the spectrum B(n)/B(0) are not larger than the corresponding non-relativistic ratios, being practically the same B(n)/B(n − 1) = (1 + 1/n) 2 , an infinite number of bound-state energies should also be verified for the relativistic case when μ = 0, such that lim n→∞ B(n) = B(n − 1), with a finite number given in case the exchange boson has μ 0.
Momentum space valence wave function
Once the Nakanishi weight-function is obtained by solving (3), we can obtain the corresponding LF wave function. In terms of the variables ξ and k ⊥ , where ξ ≡ (1 − z)/2 and k ⊥ ≡ √ γ, the LF wave function reads,
In figure 3 , we show the behavior of this LF wave function for the ground (two upper panels) and first excited (two lower panels) states. The ground-state wave function is given for B(0) = 1. Table 2 . By considering the limit μ = 0, the coupling α gr (1st column) with the corresponding ground-state energies are shown by the results obtained from (i) the NIR approach (2nd column); (ii) the expansion (5) (3rd column); (iii) and the corresponding non-relativistic limits (4th column), obtained from the leading term of (5). left panels) and in terms of the variable ξ for some fixed values of k ⊥ (two right panels). >From the plotted results for the excited state (lower panels of figure 3), one can verify the expected node structure typical for an excited state. In addition, for the second-excited state, two nodes can be verified in the corresponding wave function (not shown here, but given in [14] ).
By an inspection of the lower panels of figure 3 , for the first-excited state the node structure is present for (k ⊥ /m) 2 < 1 and ξ < 0.75, being symmetric with respect to ξ = 1/2. In particular, the node structure moves toward ξ = 1/2 as k ⊥ increases. Such behavior can be naively expected by the relation between the Cartesian variables for three-momenta with the corresponding LF ones:
In the rest frame, p 1 + p 2 =0, and by introducing the relative coordinates we obtain
The first excited-state wave function has to display a node at a given fixed value of k 2 . Therefore, as shown by the lower panels of figure 3 , by increasing the value of k ⊥ , the corresponding variable ξ becomes constrained to approach 1/2 (i.e. the maximal value of ξ(1 − ξ)).
Valence wave function in the impact-parameter space
A convenient and useful approach to study the valence amplitude is by considering the impact parameter (IP) space [16] , in connection with the Generalized Parton Distributions. This is performed by keeping the longitudinal momentum and applying the Fourier transformation over the transverse momentum of the LF wave function. Such mixed representation shows the correlation between the momentum fraction carried by the constituent particle and the corresponding probability distribution in the transverse plane. This can be particularly interesting for the analysis of fermionic systems carrying both angular momentum and spin, with a distribution correlated to the longitudinal momentum, as a reflection of the internal dynamics.
The wave function in the IP-space can be used to compute the elastic electromagnetic form factor, generalizing the well-known relation of the non-relativistic form factor to a relativistic framework. In this case, the form factor is computed as the Fourier transform of the transverse charge density, as thoroughly discussed by Miller in [19] . For a composite bosonic state, the form factor can be written as
by considering the following points: (i) the momentum transfer q μ is evaluated in the Breit frame with
⊥ , (iii) b belongs to the transverse plane or IP-space, and (iv) ρ(b) is the impact parameter density, which is a sum of contributions from all Fock components of the LF wave function,
The valence term is defined through the valence wave function in the IP-space, φ(ξ, b), as follows
In (11), the IP-space valence wave function is the 2D Fourier transform of ψ(ξ, k ⊥ ), given by
where φ(ξ, b) results to be symmetric with respect to 1 − 2ξ, as a consequence of the symmetry of g(γ, z) under the transformation z → −z. By performing the 2D Fourier transformation, the IP-space valence wave function can be written within the NIR for the s-wave state as 
Therefore, the structure of the excited state was further investigated in our approach in the IP-space, with the corresponding results being presented in two panels given in figure 4 . The exponentially drops out behavior in F(ξ, b) can be understood by a close analysis of (14) . First, from a physically-motivated requirement [19] , one should note that φ(ξ, b) is finite for b → 0 (see also [7] ), such that
following that one can deduce that g(γ, 1−2ξ) must vanish for γ → ∞. Therefore, the relevant interval of γ in the integral given in (14) can be taken as effectively finite. Exploring such an observation, one can extract the driving exponential fall-off of F(ξ, b) in the asymptotic limit b → ∞. In this limit,
By considering the limit b → ∞, we notice that the leading exponential behavior in the integral (14) is coming from values of e −b √ γ+κ 2 +(ξ−1/2) 2 M 2 with γ close to 0. Therefore, in such limit, we can single 
where the reduced function f (ξ, b) is expected to decrease more smoothly for large values of b. The feature shown in (17) is typical for the wave function in coordinate representation, i.e., exponential fall-off multiplied by a polynomial function.
Conclusions
In the present contribution, we are reporting some recent investigations on the spectrum of excited states of the Bethe-Salpeter equation in 3 + 1 space-time dimensions, considering the s-wave state in the ladder approximation, using the Nakanishi integral representation. We have found a finite number of excited states for non-zero exchanged-scalar mass, and we have successfully compared our results with the corresponding ones obtained in the Euclidean space, where obviously the Nakanishi integral representation is not assumed. Here we present some sample results obtained for the first two excited states; however the method has allowed us to obtain up to three excited states B(n)(n = 1, 2...) for large enough ground-state binding energy B(0) and small mass μ of the exchanged boson [13] . In order to verify the non-relativistic limit when the mass of the exchanged boson is approaching to zero, the ratios B(n)/B(0) obtained through the Bethe-Salpeter approach are in agreement with those of the well known non-relativistic calculation. To compute these ratios for μ close to zero, an extrapolation was performed, due to numerical instabilities of the integral equation that occur for very small B(0) and small mass of the exchanged boson. From our analysis of the valence wave function, which is more detailed in [13, 14] , we have presented results for the expected node structure of the firstexcited state when plotted as function of the LF momentum variables. The structure of the impactparameter space valence wave function has also been explored, with our results presented for the firstexcited state. In particular, for large transverse distances an exponential fall-off behavior was singled out in agreement with the non-relativistic case in the 3D Euclidean space. The success in applying the NIR to the BS formalism for the spectrum of bosonic systems, as outlined here and detailed in [13, 14] , provides enough motivation for possible extensions, as to consider these studies beyond the ladder approximation [9] . Following previous investigations on two-fermion systems within the NIR [11, 12] , it is quite relevant also to look for the corresponding excited bound-state spectrum.
